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Abstract

In the last years, multi-way analysis has become increasingly important because it has proved to be a valuable tool, e.g. in

interpreting data provided by instrumental methods that describe the multivariate and complex reality of a given problem.

Parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) is one of the most widely used multi-way models. Despite its usefulness in many

applications, up to date there is no available tool in the literature to estimate the standard errors associated with the parameter

estimates. In this study, we apply the so-called jack-knife technique to PARAFAC in order to find the associated standard errors

to the parameter estimates from the PARAFAC model. The jack-knife technique is also shown to be useful for detecting outliers.

An example of fluorescence data (emission/excitation landscapes) is used to show the applicability of the method.

D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The current developments in instrumentation make

it possible to obtain complex information that tries to

adequately describe the multivariate reality of the

problem under investigation. Such information should

be analyzed according to the nature of both the data

and the problem. During the last years, multi-way

analysis has become increasingly important because it

proved to be a valuable tool in interpreting some such

complex data. Among the multi-way models, the most

widely used in chemometrics are parallel factor anal-

ysis (PARAFAC) [1–3], Tucker3 [4–6] and multi-

linear partial least squares (n-PLS) [7]. PARAFAC,

which is a generalization of principal component

analysis (PCA) [8] to higher order arrays, has some

very attractive features. One of them is the fact that

there is no rotational indeterminacy in PARAFAC. For

an application of PARAFAC to fluorescence emission/

excitation data, this means that under mild assump-

tions, pure spectral profiles can be obtained provided

that the multi-way spectral data follow the same

structure as the PARAFAC model [9,10]. That is,

the PARAFAC solution is unique. Despite its useful-

ness in some cases [11,12], to date there is no

available tool in the literature to estimate the standard

errors associated with the parameter estimates. In this
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paper, we apply the so-called jack-knife technique to

PARAFAC in order to find the associated standard

errors in the parameter estimates from the PARAFAC

model. The jack-knife technique is also shown to be

useful for detecting outliers.

An example using the determination of four ana-

lytes from fluorescence data (emission/excitation

landscapes) is used to show the usefulness of the

method. In this application, the focus will be on

outlier detection. Removing the samples (and varia-

bles) that do not stem from the same overall popula-

tion as the bulk of the samples is mandatory for jack-

knife standard error estimates to make sense. After

removal of outliers, as discussed in this paper, the

calculation of adequate standard error estimates is

straightforward as will be shown.

2. Theory

2.1. PARAFAC model

PARAFAC [1–3] is a decomposition method that

can be considered as one possible generalization of

PCA to higher order arrays. For three-way data,

PARAFAC decomposes the original data into trilinear

components, each component consisting of one score

vector and two loading vectors. For decomposition of

fluorescence emission/excitation matrices, the scores

correspond to the estimated relative concentration

values and the loadings to the estimated pure emission

and excitation profiles of each analyte in the fluores-

cence landscapes. A PARAFAC model for F compo-

nents is defined by a score matrix A, and loading

matrices B and C (also sometimes called first, second

and third mode loadings, respectively) with respective

elements aif (i = 1. . .I, f = 1. . .F), bjf ( j= 1. . .J) and ckf
(k= 1. . .K). In this paper, A corresponds to the sample

mode, B to the emission mode and C to the excitation

mode. The model is found by minimizing the sum of

squares of the residuals eijk in the model:

xijk ¼
XF
f¼1

aif bjf ckf þ eijk ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; I ;

j ¼ 1; . . . ; J ; k ¼ 1; . . . ;K ð1Þ

where xijk is an element of the I� J�K three-way

array X. Unfolding or matricization [13] is a simple

rearrangement of the three-way array into a two-way

matrix by concatenating, for example, the horizontal

slabs next to each other. The PARAFAC model can be

expressed for the matricized array X (being X an

I� JK matrix) [14]:

X ¼ AðCOBÞVþ E ð2Þ

where the sign O stands for the Khatri–Rao product

[2,15,16]. In the following, the first mode is assumed

to be the sample mode and modes two and three are

variable modes. It is also assumed that a three-way

model is sought. Extensions to other scenarios are

straightforward.

It is evident from Eq. (1) that the PARAFAC

model, while not having rotational freedom, does

suffer from some indeterminacies. The components

of the model can be permuted without affecting the

model fit. For example, allowing component 1 to

change place with component 3 will not change the

fit of the model. Additional to this permutation

indeterminacy, the model also has an intrinsic scaling

indeterminacy. Any column-vector of A, B or C may

be scaled by any nonzero scalar as long as the

corresponding column in any of the remaining com-

ponent matrices is multiplied with the inverse value.

Thus, it holds that if sasbsc= 1, then

XF
f¼1

aif bjf ckf ¼
XF
f¼1

ðsaaif Þðsbbjf Þðscckf Þ ð3Þ

2.2. Jack-knife estimation of standard errors

The word jack-knife was suggested by Tukey [17]

for use in statistics to describe a general approach for

testing hypotheses and calculating confidence intervals

in situations where apparently no better methods can

be used. Given a set of values ( y1, y2,. . .,yI) all sampled

from the same population, and V being the statistic

calculated from the I y-values, the standard error

associated with the V statistic can be estimated by:

sV ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XI

m¼1

�
V
�� V�m

�2

ðI � 1Þ=I

vuuuut ð4Þ
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where V� m is the calculated statistic using all the I y-

values except ym and
�
V is the average of the I V� m

results. For instance, V can be the score value corre-

sponding to one of the F components in one sample

calculated with a PARAFAC model using the I fluo-

rescence landscapes corresponding to the I samples.

Among others, the jack-knife technique has been used

for estimating the standard error associated with the

individual model parameters in multivariate partial

least squares regression (PLS) [18]. Since the jack-

knife procedure (and all resampling methods) assumes

random sampling from some distribution, only inde-

pendent entities can be left out. Samples can often be

considered as independent, but variables as emission or

excitation wavelengths in fluorescence landscapes are

almost always intercorrelated and can hence not be

directly used in a jack-knife procedure.

It is also possible to use the jack-knife technique by

leaving more than one sample out each time [19], but

this is not pursued here.

Applying the jack-knife technique to the PARA-

FAC model for a set of I samples, I PARAFAC

submodels are obtained, i.e. I sets of A matrices from

which, using Eq. (4), the standard errors in the F

scores in the I samples can be calculated. Each of the

I submodels (given by parameters A� m, B� m and

C � m, where the �m superscript means that the

model is obtained leaving out sample m) has an

associated scaling and permutation indeterminacy as

has previously been pointed out and is thus not

directly comparable to the other submodels. Hence,

these indeterminacies have to be removed before

jack-knife estimations of standard errors can be cal-

culated.

2.3. Permutation indeterminacy

All the submodels have an intrinsic indeterminacy

with respect to permutation. For example, from one

model (or submodel) to another one, component 1

may be exchanged with another component. This also

holds for bilinear models, but as PCA adopts the

standard convention of selecting the first component

as the one with largest variance and so on, this

problem is then easily solved. For PARAFAC, setting

the order of the components in each model such that

the second and third modes have maximum correla-

tion could be a solution for solving the permutation

problem. However, it is important to note that the

correlation matrix reflects the similarity of the scaled

and centred matrices. In the particular PARAFAC

case, the second and third modes are usually scaled

(normalized) but they are not often centred. So instead

of the maximum correlation, we will look for what is

called the congruence coefficient [20].

For the mth PARAFAC submodel, the congruence

between two matrices with normalized columns can

be computed in the following way. For the second

mode, the F�F matrix (Boverall)V(B � m) and for the

third mode, the F�F matrix (Coverall)V(C� m) provide

the congruence coefficients between the components

in two models: the overall model and the mth

submodel. The closer the elements of these products

are to one, the more similar are the associated co-

lumns. Hence, if element (1, 2) of (Boverall)V(B� m)

equals one, then the first column of (Boverall) is equal

to the second column of (B� m). In order to find the

best matches for all the columns, all the F! different

permutations are calculated between the F compo-

nents of the mth submodel ([component1 compo-

nent2 . . . componentF]). For each permutation, M=

(Boverall)V(B � m,reordered)+(Coverall)V(C � m,reordered) is

computed. Note that the same ordering is used in

the two modes. The permutation with highest trace of

M (ideally the trace should be 2F) is chosen as the

best ordering. As the first mode is usually not

normalized and because the dimensions of Aoverall

and A� m are not the same, this mode is not taken

into account when finding the optimal matching. In

most of the cases, the permutation indeterminacy

could be solved using only one mode (the second

or the third one), i.e. (Boverall)V(B � m,reordered) or

(Coverall)V(C � m,reordered). But with only one mode,

problems might arise if the selected mode had two

components with very similar profiles so that they

might be confused.

2.4. Scaling indeterminacy

The PARAFAC models also have scaling indeter-

minacy: the scale or the sign of a score or loading

vector may change if another vector of the same

component changes accordingly. To remove the scal-

ing indeterminacy in order to have comparable param-

eters in all the submodels, the components of each

submodel are scaled to have maximum agreement
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with the overall model. For the mth submodel, we

seek scaling matrices (S) that satisfy:

min
�
NAoverall�m � A�m � S�m;AN

2

þ NBoverall � B�m � S�m;BN
2

þ NCoverall � C�m � S�m;CN
2	 ð5Þ

where Aoverall � m is formed by all the scores of the

overall model but the mth row. The S matrices are

diagonal and satisfy: S�m,A�S� m,B�S� m,C= I so that

each element of the array approximated by the PAR-

AFAC submodel given by A� m, B � m and C � m is

not modified because it is simply multiplied by one.

When the second and third mode loadings are nor-

malized, the diagonal elements in the optimal scaling

matrices are usually close to one.

The S scaling parameters are determined by a

simple line-search procedure as a function of several

variables (Eq. (5)) using Matlab 6.1 for Microsoft

Windows [21], where all S matrices are initially set

equal to I [22].

2.5. Detecting outliers

As in all modelling procedures, outliers should be

detected and possibly removed before the final model

is determined. There are mainly two kinds of outliers:

outliers that have a high sum of squared residuals to

the model (which may indicate that the sample is

badly described by the model) or outliers that despite

not having a high sum of squared residuals have a

high influence on the estimated model. Of course, a

combination of these two types is also possible

because a high-residual sample tends to influence

the estimated model parameters.

In order to detect outliers, a new plot based on the

jack-knifing results is suggested. It is called Resample

Influence Plot (RIP). In RIP, the sum of squared

residuals of the mth sample to the model calculated

in the mth jack-knife iteration is shown on one axis

versus the sum of squares of the difference between

the loadings (second or third mode) obtained with

each jack-knife segment and the overall PARAFAC

Fig. 1. Fluorescence landscape of one of the samples used in the text. The individual concentrations are 8� 10� 6 M for tryptophan, 20� 10� 6

M for dopa, 28� 10� 6 M for hydroquinone and 350� 10 � 6 M for phenylalanine.
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model. For instance, for the second mode and the mth

jack-knife segment, the sum of squares of the differ-

ence between loadings is:

XF
f¼1

XJ
j¼1

ðboverall; jf � b�m; jf Þ2 ð6Þ

It has to be pointed out that in order to handle possible

different numbers of missing data in the samples, the

sum of squared residuals will be scaled by the number

of non-missing elements yielding the average squared

residual per element. The RIP plot is viewed much in

the same way as an influence plot in regression

analysis [23] by looking for samples that have either

high residuals and/or high differences between load-

ings calculated with or without the sample.

The RIP plot aids in understanding which samples

differ the most from the overall population with

respect to the PARAFAC model. The same plot can

be obtained for the first (sample) mode, but it would

provide little information because the differences

among scores may be hidden due to differences in

magnitude. In the same way, samples with high scores

will tend to give higher differences from the scores of

the overall model simply due to their scale.

In order to check for outliers specifically regarding

to the score values, we will use another kind of plot

called the Identity Match Plot (IMP), which is made

by placing on one axis the scores obtained with the

overall model, Aoverall, and on the other axis the scores

predicted for the mth sample using the PARAFAC

model obtained in the mth iteration (i.e. the model

obtained leaving out the mth sample), Apredicted,m. The

predicted scores for the mth sample are found using

the following expression:

Apredicted;m ¼ xm �
�
ðC�mOB�mÞV

�þ
ð7Þ

where xm corresponds to the vectorized experimental

data for the mth sample, e.g. the mth fluorescence

landscape, and the superscript ‘ + ’ refers to the

Moore–Penrose inverse. Possible missing data in

the mth sample can be handled by using suitable

PARAFAC algorithms [24]. In the IMP plot, one for

each analyte, the outliers will be those samples that

are far away from the ideal identity line.

Fig. 2. Estimated pure emission spectral profiles of the 27 jack-knife segments for the four analytes in the first PARAFAC model. Corresponds

to (a) tryptophan, (b) dopa, (c) hydroquinone and (d) phenylalanine.
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3. Experimental part

The data set used consists of 27 fluorescence land-

scapes of 233 emission wavelengths (250–482 nm)

and 24 excitation wavelengths (200–315 nm taken at 5

nm intervals) corresponding to 27 synthetic samples

containing different concentrations of four analytes:

hydroquinone, tryptophan, phenylalanine and dopa. A

Perkin-Elmer LS50 B fluorescence spectrometer was

used to measure the fluorescence landscapes. An

example of a fluorescence landscape is shown in Fig.

1. More results can be found in Ref. [25].

4. Results and discussion

4.1. First model

With the application of jack-knife to the initial set

of 27 samples, 27 PARAFAC submodels are obtained.

Fig. 2 shows the estimated pure emission spectral

profiles for the four analytes and Fig. 3 shows the pure

excitation spectral profiles. In all the figures for all the

models, the first component corresponds to trypto-

phan, the second component to dopa, the third com-

ponent to hydroquinone and the fourth component to

phenylalanine. There are 27 estimates of each of the

pure spectra profiles, and ideally, they should all be

the same. Looking at the figures, it is seen that the

spectral profiles are unstable, especially the emission

profiles. It is also seen that some spectral profiles have

negative parts and that mainly jack-knife segments for

the second and the third sample (i.e. when leaving out

the second and the third sample) differ from the rest.

Although it is difficult to visualize in the figure, the

pure emission spectral profile for the first analyte

(tryptophan) in the fifth sample also differs signifi-

cantly from the robust average spectra of the rest.

These results seem to indicate that the second and the

third samples are outliers, and doubts remain about

some other samples. Similar to jack-knife plots used

in PLS regression [18], Fig. 4 shows the resampled

estimates of the scores for analytes (components) 2

and 4: dopa and phenylalanine. It has to be pointed

out that units are arbitrary and in order to find the

correct concentration one needs to know the concen-

Fig. 3. Estimated pure excitation spectral profiles of the 27 jack-knife segments for the four analytes in the first PARAFAC model. Corresponds

to (a) tryptophan, (b) dopa, (c) hydroquinone and (d) phenylalanine.
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tration value of at least one of the samples and then

relate all the values to the known one. For the sake of

clarity, only six samples are shown in Fig. 4, but the

plot is representative of all the samples in all the

components. For each of the six groups, the circles

represent the score value found using the overall

PARAFAC model (i.e. using the 27 samples). The

asterisks (and the connecting dashed line) correspond

to the score of the left-out sample calculated from the

model with the sample left out. The 26 line segments

for each group point to the corresponding score

estimations when each of the 27 samples in turn

was left out of the modelling. Only the lines corre-

sponding to the first, second, third and fifth jack-knife

submodels (the ones with highest deviations) are

specified with a number. One can see that the devia-

tions from the overall model when leaving out the

second and the third sample are much higher than the

rest in most of the cases. This can also be said for the

first and the fifth samples, although the effect is not so

clear. One can also see that the predicted scores for the

third and fifth sample using the model with the third

and fifth sample left out, respectively also differ

considerably from the scores found using the overall

model. Fig. 5 shows the RIP plots with the sum of

squared residuals for each sample versus the sum-

squared change in loadings. We can see that sample

number 2 appears to be an outlier since its sum of

squared residuals calculated using the model in the

second jack-knife segment is the highest one. We can

say the same about its sum of squares of the difference

between loadings and hence it appears in the upper-

right corner of the plot. Sample number 3 shows a

similar behaviour, although not as dramatic. And

although it is difficult to see in the figure, the sum

of squared residuals for the fifth sample is almost

twice than for the rest of the samples. Fig. 6 shows the

IMP plots with the score values found using the

overall model and the scores predicted for the mth

sample using the model obtained in the mth jack-knife

segment (Eq. (7)). Again, samples 2 and 3 show the

most distinctive behaviour. Hence, it was decided to

Fig. 4. Jack-knife estimation of the scores of six samples for the second (dopa) and fourth (phenylalanine) components in the first PARAFAC

model. The circles represent the score values using the overall PARAFAC model; the asterisks correspond to the scores of the left-out samples

calculated from the model with those samples left out; the bold figures indicate the sample number and the other numbers indicate the jack-knife

segments.
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Fig. 6. IMP plots for the four analytes in the first PARAFAC model.

Fig. 5. RIP plots for (a) b-loadings and (b) c-loadings in the first PARAFAC model.
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Fig. 7. RIP plots for (a) b-loadings and (b) c-loadings in the third PARAFAC model.

Fig. 8. Estimated pure emission spectral profiles of the 23 jack-knife segments for the four analytes in the fourth PARAFAC model. Corresponds

to (a) tryptophan, (b) dopa, (c) hydroquinone and (d) phenylalanine.
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Fig. 9. Estimated pure excitation spectral profiles of the 23 jack-knife segments for the four analytes in the fourth PARAFAC model.

Corresponds to (a) tryptophan, (b) dopa, (c) hydroquinone and (d) phenylalanine.

Fig. 10. RIP plots for (a) b-loadings and (b) c-loadings in the fourth PARAFAC model.
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Fig. 12. Jack-knife estimation of the scores (samples number 23 and 24) for the first (tryptophan) and second (dopa) components in the fourth

PARAFAC model. The circles represent the score values using the overall PARAFAC model; the asterisks correspond to the scores of the left-

out samples calculated from the model with those samples left out; the bold figures indicate the sample number and the other numbers indicate

the jack-knife segments.

Fig. 11. Jack-knife estimation of the scores for the tryptophan and dopa in the fourth PARAFACmodel. The circles represent the score values using

the overall PARAFAC model; the asterisks correspond to the scores of the left-out samples calculated from the model with those samples left out.
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remove sample numbers 2 and 3 (doubts remain about

sample number 5) and to carry out the jack-knife

analysis again.

4.2. Second model

The 25 jack-knife pure emission and excitation

spectral profiles (not shown) are again unstable (espe-

cially the emission ones), and the third and the fourth

components have approximately the same profiles (in

both emission and excitation). The unstable spectral

profiles seem to indicate that the original data, or at

least a part of it, are too noisy. In fact, the landscape in

Fig. 1 shows that the area between 200 and 230 nm

(excitation), corresponding to the extra band of the

higher excited states, is noisy and distorted. The low

ultraviolet wavelength area of the measured spectra is

greatly influenced by the condition of the xenon lamp

in the instrument and this is probably the reason for

the noise in this area. Hence, it was decided to carry

out the jack-knife analysis again, removing the exci-

tation area between 200 and 230 nm and putting back

the two samples that were previously detected as

outliers, since maybe these were deemed outliers

due to their behaviour in the low excitation area.

4.3. Third model

The third model was built using the whole set of 27

samples, the 233 initial emission wavelengths and the

last 18 excitation wavelengths (230–315 nm). Fig. 7

shows the RIP plots. We can see that samples 2, 3, 5

and 10 are the ones for which their loadings differ the

most from the overall model. Samples number 2, 3

and 5 are the ones with highest sum of squared

residuals. In the IMP plots (not shown), no differences

Table 1

Number of samples in each component for which some jack-knife

segments significantly differ from the rest

Jack-knife Component
segment

(1)

Tryptophan

(2)

Dopa

(3)

Hydroquinone

(4)

Phenylalanine

1 – 1 – –

12 1 10 – 2

16 – – 1 –

27 – – 4 1

The PARAFAC model used is the fourth one in the text.

Table 2

Jack-knife results for tryptophan

Sample
�
V sV RSD (%) Deleted

�
V sV

2 RSD (%) tcal

1 83.74 59.33 70.84 –

4 17419.15 43.35 0.25 –

6 1192.43 77.03 6.46 –

7 786.69 57.58 7.32 –

8 2524.94 60.64 2.40 –

9 1612.17 73.85 4.58 –

11 5799.63 13.91 0.24 –

12 83.17 19.75 23.75 –

13 24.79 34.70 140.00 12 23.20 9.71 41.86 0.2126

14 10.52 6.15 58.51 –

15 77.55 15.90 20.50 –

16 11032.48 27.01 0.24 –

17 727.53 33.53 4.61 –

18 424.96 28.23 6.64 –

19 385.75 20.95 5.43 –

20 2708.09 24.56 0.91 –

21 1286.35 13.89 1.08 –

22 4900.23 44.26 0.90 –

23 6035.80 33.42 0.55 –

24 5201.42 18.96 0.36 –

25 5039.56 15.99 0.32 –

26 5310.14 7.34 0.14 –

27 1452.20 85.63 5.90 –
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can be seen among scores, but samples 2, 3, 5 and 10

appear in the extreme of the calibration range. So a

little variation in these samples may greatly affect the

PARAFAC model, as it can be seen from the results

shown in Fig. 7. Taking all of these observations into

account, samples 2, 3, 5 and 10 were removed and the

jack-knife analysis was carried out again.

4.4. Fourth model

Figs. 8 and 9 show the pure emission and excita-

tion spectral profiles, respectively after removing

samples 2, 3, 5 and 10. All the 23 profiles for each

component are very similar, and they are much less

unstable than the ones in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 10 shows

the RIP plots. Now there are apparently no gross

outliers. Sample number 7 is the one with the highest

difference of loadings in the second mode, but as its

difference in the third mode is not among the largest

ones, and its sum of squared residuals is also not

among the largest ones, it was decided not to remove

this sample. The IMP plots (not shown) show a very

good fit among the predicted score values and the

scores of the overall model. Hence, it was concluded

that there were no grounds for removing more sam-

ples.

4.5. Jack-knife estimation of standard errors

Fig. 11 shows the jack-knife estimations of the

scores for components 1 and 2: tryptophan and dopa

(this figure is also representative of the other compo-

nents). The score values using the overall PARAFAC

model (circles) are close to the score values predicting

each sample when they are left out (asterisks). In the

figure, it is difficult to distinguish the lines corre-

sponding to the different jack-knife estimations for

each sample. This figure seems to show that there are

no more outliers, and that the standard errors associ-

ated to the score values are low, since they are

calculated from jack-knife estimations for each sam-

ple in Eq. (4). But taking a closer look at a part of Fig.

11, Fig. 12 is obtained. In Fig. 12, jack-knife estima-

tions for samples number 23 and 24 are seen. Clearly,

jack-knife estimation for the 12th initial segment in

the second component is much higher than the rest.

This is also consistent with the fact that in Fig. 11, the

score value for the 12th sample using the overall

Table 3

Jack-knife results for dopa

Sample
�
V sV RSD (%) Deleted

�
V sV

2 RSD (%) tcal

1 6654.64 51.99 0.78 12 6656.94 18.96 0.28 0.206450

4 � 43.66 31.66 72.52 –

6 3341.42 39.39 1.18 12 3339.66 14.00 0.42 0.206824

7 1158.38 65.54 5.66 12 1155.41 20.33 1.76 0.211288

8 2126.92 25.09 1.18 12 2125.86 11.65 0.55 0.194076

9 3742.22 7.62 0.20 –

11 26.83 16.09 59.96 –

12 147.34 54.11 36.73 –

13 74.31 95.91 129.07 12 69.87 22.50 32.20 0.216567

14 573.50 5.15 0.90 12 573.72 2.46 0.43 0.179340

15 17.03 4.57 26.84 1 16.89 3.43 20.29 0.127501

16 13.31 31.10 233.65 –

17 2397.91 6.13 0.26 –

18 2521.58 9.31 0.37 –

19 1052.49 3.17 0.30 –

20 651.10 8.98 1.38 –

21 319.90 4.63 1.45 –

22 4017.22 55.58 1.38 12 4014.71 17.55 0.44 0.210673

23 2349.53 77.92 3.32 12 2345.97 22.20 0.95 0.213280

24 2276.86 29.91 1.31 12 2275.60 13.75 0.60 0.195224

25 302.18 15.03 4.97 –

26 579.16 15.15 2.62 –

27 7867.73 47.30 0.60 12 7869.91 12.20 0.16 0.214580
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PARAFAC model is not very close to the predicted

score of the 12th sample when it is left out. This

phenomenon mainly occurs in the second component

(in 11 of the 23 remaining samples), but also in the

first component (in one sample), in the third (in five

samples) and in the fourth component (in three

samples). Table 1 summarises the number of samples

in each component for which some jack-knife seg-

ment significantly differs from the rest (according to

the test of Grubbs [26]). It has to be noted that 8 out of

the 20 jack-knife segments in Table 1 that differ from

the rest correspond to approximately zero score val-

ues. Table 2 shows jack-knife results for the first

component, tryptophan (the one with fewer jack-knife

segments that differ from the rest) and Table 3 shows

jack-knife results for the second component, dopa (the

one with the most jack-knife segments that differ from

the rest). The last column in both Tables 2 and 3

shows the t-value found comparing the estimation of

standard errors (
�
V and sV calculated from Eq. (4)),

with and without the jack-knife segments specified in

the ‘deleted’ column, using a t-test. Comparing all

these t-calculated values with the tabulated a signifi-

cant level of 5% (tcal = 2.0796), the conclusion in all

the cases is that the results do not significantly differ

among them.

The normality of the 22 jack-knife segments in

every sample in every component was tested using the

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test [27]; the distribution of

the results did not differ from normality. In some

cases, it was necessary to remove the jack-knife seg-

ments specified in Table 1, but as pointed out, the

estimation of standard errors with or without these

segments do not significantly change.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have applied the jack-knife

technique in order to find the standard errors associ-

ated with the score values in a PARAFAC model. The

jack-knife segments involved in finding these stand-

ard errors turned out to be normally distributed for

most of the samples according to the Kolmogorov–

Smirnov test. Only some samples did not have all the

jack-knife segments normally distributed (and about

half of these samples corresponded to approximate

zero score values), but deleting some outlying jack-

knife segments (at most one segment per sample), the

distribution of the jack-knife segments turned out to

be normal for all the samples. It is important to remark

that the results (score averages and standard errors)

with and without these outlying segments do not

significantly differ.

The jack-knife technique has also been useful in

order to detect outlying samples. In order to ease the

outlier detection, two new tools, the Resample Influ-

ence Plot (RIP) and the Identity Match Plot (IMP)

have been developed and applied.
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